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One of my favourite problem books is the one by Andrees u and Gel a,
(Birkhauser, 2000), in whi h the authors
olle t numerous problems entred mainly around past Olympiads, and group
them together by similar topi . In Putnam and Beyond, the authors again
ombine to deliver a similar problem book, based this time around on the
Putnam Competition.
Stru turally, the book onsists of six major hapters: Methods of Proof,
Algebra, Real Analysis, Geometry and Trigonometry, Number Theory, and
Combinatori s and Probability. Ea h hapter is divided into numerous se tions and subse tions, ea h of whi h fo uses on an important problem idea.
For instan e, the initial se tion of the Algebra hapter is Identities and
Inequalities, and here we
nd the topi divided into a number of important ideas: Algebrai Identities, the equation x2 ≥ 0, the Cau hy-S hwartz
Inequality, the Triangle Inequality, the AM{GM Inequality, and so on. Ea h
se tion ontains explanations of the key ideas and several worked problems,
along with a number of problems to solve. Full solutions are provided at
the ba k of the book, along with sour es and/or helpful referen es where
ne essary. The initial hapter is a parti ularly ni e introdu tion for students.
There is some overlap, of ourse, with the topi s overed in the authors'
previous book, and I was expe ting there to be mu h in ommon. To their
redit, the authors have avoided that sort of mild heating: for the topi s in
ommon with their rst book, the examples and problems they o er are new.
This new book is also a mu h larger and far more extensive e ort. In addition
to all of the examples provided, the book ontains more than 900 problems.
And these are Putnam-level problems, so they are mainly a level up from
the earlier book. In fa t the topi s in the book go very deep, and over most
of the major ideas found in the undergraduate mathemati s urri ulum. So
there's lots here.
The book is not error-free, however, and a tea her or oa h who uses
this book should be a little areful. I ertainly haven't worked through every
problem in the book, but did dip into them in a number of se tions. Just
to give an example, Problem 33 asks the solver, "Given 50 distin t positive
integers stri tly less than 100, prove that some two of them sum to 99." A
little thought shows that one an take the numbers 50, 51, . . . , 99 and the
statement fails.
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But these problems are of the minor variety. This wonderful book is an
ex ellent problems resour e and should be ome a part of any serious library
for problem solving. By olle ting together problems by topi , the authors
provide readers the han e to study ea h of these important problem-solving
te hniques and ideas in isolation, and help them begin to see the inherent
patterns. This should be one of the rst books onsidered as a resour e by
anyone oa hing groups of problem solvers.
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Al Cuo o is the Dire tor of the Center for Mathemati s Edu ation at
the Edu ation Development Center in Newton, MA, where he works in the
areas of urri ulum development and professional development of tea hers.
This book joins a number of re ent others in addressing se ondary s hool
mathemati s ontent topi s from an advan ed (or deeper) perspe tive. The
primary audien e is high s hool mathemati s tea hers, and the book is based
on the assumption that providing a more advan ed treatment of some of the
mathemati al topi s taught at that level is a valuable form of professional development. The author's emphasis is on making onne tions between topi s
and developing mathemati al habits of mind.
The hoi e of topi s is somewhat idiosyn rati , and re e ts the interrelated topi s that Cuo o is interested in exploring. The hapter titles are:
1. Di eren e Tables and Polynomial Fits, 2. Form and Fun tion: The Algebra of Polynomials, 3. Complex Numbers, Complex Maps, and Trigonometry,
4. Combinations and Lo ks, and 5. Sums of Powers.
The strength of this book is that it is essentially a problems book (on
the above topi s). There are many problems, in luding 90 in the rst hapter alone, and the reader is asked to work them sequentially while reading
through the text. These are grouped by themes, whi h aids oheren e. In
addition, there are many problems given as exer ises. The author in ludes
helpful notes on sele ted problems at the end of ea h hapter.
Many of the problems in this book are quite hallenging, but its in remental and themati approa h helps. As polynomial algebra (and patterns in
polynomial oeÆ ients) appear in every hapter, the reader must be omfortable manipulating rather ompli ated algebrai expressions. I would re ommend this book for serious, mathemati s-based professional development
programs as well as for experien ed independent readers who would enjoy
pursuing a fruitful intelle tual journey through sele ted advan ed se ondary
mathemati s topi s.

